
Never Be
Comfortable

Miles Davis once said, “You should never be
comfortable, man. Being comfortable fouled
up a lot of musicians.” When we let go of
comforting certainty and the belief that we
are right, and get curious about a situation
and about other people’s thoughts, we feel
discomfort. We feel fear. At the same time, we
access a new level of creativity and
collaboration. We take risks, we innovate. We
don’t let our comfort foul up the team.

Order on Amazon

Order on Barnes & Noble

Order on IndieBound

The Unfear Team:
The Jazz Ensemble

Dear Reader,

Someone once asked Louis Armstrong, “What is jazz?” He said, “If you 

have to ask, you’ll never know." Great jazz resists definition and description. 

It is improvisational. It blends musicians’ unique styles and strengths to 

create a beautiful whole. It can be messy, chaotic, and challenging to play 

and decipher. But it generates transcendent discoveries. The unfear team 

operates as a jazz ensemble, with the members playing off one another to 

create a whole that is far greater than the sum of its parts.

Learn to Play Jazz: Focus on Being Effective, Not Right

Most people are addicted to being “right.” Literally. According to the 

neurologist Robert Burton, feeling certain ignites the same neurological 

pathways as sex and gambling. And, early in our lives, being “right” pays off. 

It helps us score high on standardized tests, helps us get good grades, etc.

Unfortunately, in business and life we rarely face situations with a single 

“right” answer. Still, we often seek certainty, and insist that we know “the 

best” solution. This orientation breeds dysfunction in teams. When we cling 

to the notion that our idea is the best idea, we spend all our energy trying to 

convince other people to agree. However, when we focus on being effective, 

we allow ourselves to listen to input from other people. We collaborate, build 

on each other's ideas rather than simply pressure testing them, and develop 

a solution that gets buy in from team members and therefore has a better 

chance of working. 

Imagine a jazz ensemble where everyone plays whatever they want, without 

listening to their bandmates. It would be a disaster. Jazz must incorporate 

the impulses, strengths, and weaknesses of several players. The next 

moment is almost always uncertain. Anything might happen. That 

uncertainty can inspire fear. But the best jazz musicians embrace that fear. 

They test riffs and combinations until they find one that works. Then they 

explore it and develop it to its fullest.

The best teams do the same.

Worth thinking about
Think back to the last time your team made a big, impactful decision. What

was your perspective on the problem? Did your sense of knowing the right

answer prevent you from truly listening and understanding other

perspectives? Did the team collaborate on a solution, or just follow whatever

the formal leader said? If you were the formal leader, how did you work to

encourage dialogue? If you were not, did you feel like your perspective was

truly heard and understood?

Take it to go
Think about a high-stakes meeting you  have in the next two weeks. Who

are the other players in  the meeting? What strengths do they bring? How

can these strengths serve the team? Then, consider your preferred outcome

for the meeting. Acknowledge it, but then challenge yourself to hold it lightly,

and enter the meeting with curiosity about everyone else’s ideas. Once in

the meeting, take a step back. Listen to other people’s ideas, ask insightful

questions, and riff on their proposals. Try to encourage other people to do

the same. Finally, after the meeting, reflect. How did this feel? Did it seem

like other people joined in the collaborative effort with you?  What do you

feel about the decision that was made?

Questions, comments, push-backs
We want to hear from you.

TELL US WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND

Click Here to View Previous Issues of the Newsletter

Fearless Growth Podcast: “Unfear” with Gaurav Bhatnagar and Mark

Minukas 

ORDER NOW!
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